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“Drop everything you ever read about dimensions and densities, because it
is not correctly understood on this plane at all. All evolutionary planets are
2nd Density, and please check in the files area here, because I believe somebody
put up what I taught already. But I am not sure. We should have a file of my
teaching, but I have to check and see if it got made or not by someone. First
Density orbs are suns, moons and the like that do not have organic life evolving
on them. Once successfully seeded with life, and when the planet has evolved
human mind, it becomes a 2nd density planet and is given its "life charter."
Dimensions are levels within Densities. We are currently 2nd density, 4th
dimension. When we enter light and life, we will be 5th dimension, still 2nd
Density. Thiaoouba is still a 2nd density planet, it is 9th dimension, which is
as high as it goes on 2nd Density planets. It can go to 2.999999999 etc, but
will always have that "2" as it's density number. That is our goal of course
evenually on this one. EArth is fluctating at around 2.41, it has been tried to
get it up with help to maybe 2.43 or 2.44 but it doesn't stick, the wars etc
drag it back down and it slips someimes briefly into 2.39 again, and is helped
artificially back up over 2.4. We will be 2.5 when we enter monopolarity.
This state will not happen with the magnetic pole reversal. It has to be created
by evolving man, and is still estimated at 25 to 80 years after the return from
stasis. We have to develop the electrical energy that functions in monopolarity
based on using photons instead of elections for energy. Photonic energy is used
in the military underground and of course in Inner Earth. Photonic energy works
in dual polarity, but our current way we use electrons for electricity will NOT
work in monopolarity.
Now that Jupiter is a sun, it is 1st Density, 5th dimension. 5th dimension is a
1/2 point to so speak where magnetics and other features change producing the
monopolar state. So jupiter has made it's ascension. Beings from 2nd Density
planets are commonly but not always visible to our eyes. These are physical
planets completely, just a higher freqency. And I have to do some owrk on
vibration and freqency, because these are interchangable words either actually.
Because they are a 9d planet, (not 7d as you suggest) they have far greater
knowledge and capability than we do and thus the ability to perform miracles and
the like. Not everyone of Thiaooba is equally advanced, as great advancement
occurs once the being incarnates there. But one does have to be at a certain
level into incarnate into any higher planet, which will include this earth.

Already nobody under 5d in knowledge is incarnating here. But many soulless
organic portals (human droids/robots essentially) are still being born. But only
5d and above souls can incarnate now, even though we are not 5d yet, part of the
upliftment and these souls are getting some excellent experience with the
transition. These 5d souls incarnating can come from other 2nd density 5d and
above planets, or from the higher Density worlds spoken of as being
architectural worlds in the UB. For example some are coming in from mansion
world number 5, which is 3rd density, 5th dimension, or 3.5.
All souls require a form to work in. These forms are considerably different in
freqency in the higher realms. What your are calling 12th dimension, is 12th
density. This Density is the Density of the Central universe of Havona which is
occupied by a mix of semi material persons and pure spiritual persons, but still
there is a form. Thau on Thiaoouba in that book demonstrated the ability of mind
(the soul) to change matter around, as she dissapeared, re appeared, changed her
size etc.
When she talks about joining the great spirit at some point, she is talking
about going to live on the architectural worlds of the superuniverse rather than
living on an organic evolutionary planet using an advanced physical form. When
one becomes "spirit" it means all the electrons of the astral form have
completed their karma, and the form is now pure photons rather than electrons.
Electrons are "negative", the photon is positive. As you grow you gradually
replace electrons with photons, which hold a great deal more knowledge. From the
Thiaoouba Book, Michel was temporarily given the ability of telepathy and seeing
the aura etc.
I have chosen in concert with CM and Esu, to not teach past this point on the
dimensions and densities and form, because of the already intense confusion and
the blasting I will get from others, not worth it right now, the hassles of that
to me and the organization. We will decide on how and what during stasis, and
when we come back and have the peoples complete attention, we can begin to
introduce correct material in ways the populace can grasp and it will hopefully
at that time stop the "channel" wars, and the arguing over out dated improperly
written material that religion and new agers spout as truth that is not.
Being in 4th dimension right now, this is the get of the fence and take sides
dimension, either choosing service to others or service to self for the next
evolutionary experience, and the arguing is huge. Very polar now. One gets to
choose their battles and this is one battle I don't wish to take on at this
time, there is more important battles to work over so to speak to me, like
increasing out reach which is why I am on GLP now, since those that invaded this
forum brought attentnion to me there. Might as well make use of it! I have
worked other areas, but never paid much attention to GLP, and considering the
size of it, I probably should have, I just didn't notice it that much.

But the 7 mansion worlds are the beginning density, which is 3rd density of the
architectural worlds. Mansion world 1 is 3.1, mansion world 5 is 3.5, (level
equal to an evolutionary planet entering 5th dimension, experience wise), etc.
Jerusem is a 4th Density world and so it goes up the chain to Paradise.
Actually, Paradise is 13th density. 12th is Havona worlds which some seem to
think is the highest, but Paradise is the highest density plane. On our other
side, we have Paradise resident teachers. There are thus many density/dimension
levels on our own other side.
The lower astral realms are 4th density, would be sort of like a parallel world,
I think this is going ot explain the parallel world idea. The realms increase in
densities on our other side, to mirror the densities and dimensions of the
architectural worlds. It's somewhat complex, but DENISTY refers to the nature of
matter of an orb. On each Orb, the beings are in dimensions. Thiaoouba will
ALWAYS be a 2nd density orb, as will earth. I assume it does have an other side
of beings also, all evolutionary 2nd Density worlds do, but it would not have a
negative awful nightmare filled lower astral realms of earth. We do not have 3rd
density on our other side, it is only slightly above us in frequency, and would
be thus "noticed and felt" more. Too physical in other words.”

